LIST OF PLATES (PHOTOS)

1. A view of Puri Jagannath Temple.
2. A view of Puri temple, priests and pilgrims.
3. A view of replicas of Lord during Chandan Yatra.
5. A view of Lords on Snana Mandapa during Devasnana Purnami.
6. A complete long distance view of Jagannath temple with Chariots.
7. A close view of 'Pahandi Yatra' of Lord Jagannath.
8. A view of images of Lords on respective Rathas.
10. A view of Nandighosha Ratha.
11. A view of pilgrims with the present investigator.
13. A view of present researcher interviewing the respondents.
15. A view of Suna Vesha of Lord Jagannath.
16. A view of tourist buses.
17. A view of Lord Narasimha Temple.
19. A view of Rajagopuram of Simhachalam.
20. A view of stone chariot of Simhachalam.
22. A view of pilgrims inside the temple.
25. A view of the Kalyana Mandapam.
MAP SHOWING THE AREA OF STUDY.
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1. Shri. Shri. Jagannath Temple
2. Shri. Lokeswar Temple
3. Jambeswar Temple
4. Taka Sibha Temple
5. Nicalpur Church
6. Jagannath Maaism Temple
7. Marikonda Temple
8. Manichi Vandana Temple
9. Dahan Shakti Temple
10. Shanker temple
11. Hanuman Temple
12. Nandaleswar Temple
13. Siva Ashram
14. Shiva Mahabir Temple
15. Shiva Mahabir Temple
16. Suman Sundar Temple
17. Suman Sundar Temple
18. Suman Sundar Temple
19. Suman Sundar Temple
20. Suman Sundar Temple
21. Suman Sundar Temple
22. Suman Sundar Temple
23. Suman Sundar Temple
24. Suman Sundar Temple
25. Suman Sundar Temple
26. Suman Sundar Temple
27. Suman Sundar Temple
28. Town Police Station
29. P.H.O. Office
30. District Head Quarters Hospital
31. I.O. Hospital
32. Govinda Prasad Hospital & College
33. Police Station
34. Railway Office
35. Police Registration Office
36. District Magistrate Office
37. Municipal Office
38. State Bank of India
39. Flag Staff
40. Circuit House
41. Raj Bhavan (Government House)
42. P.W.D. Inspection Bungalow
43. Forest Rest House
44. Tourist Information Bureau and Tourist Bungalow (Panthalwala)
45. Youth Hostel
46. Railway Rest House
47. South Eastern Railway Hotel
48. Mahodadhi Nivas
49. Prachi Hotel
50. Municipal Mahadadhi Market
51. Municipal Park
52. Orissa Handicrafts
53. Raghunath Dream Library (Enamrathi)
54. Municipal Daitapara Sahi Market
55. Bega (Yatri) Nivas (Lodging only)
56. Nominal Tariff
A sketch of Sankha khetra.
SKETCH SHOWING THE SIMHACHALA-KSHETRA ON THE HILL
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The Sketch showing the village on the Simhachala Hill